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Researching Diasporic Communities 
Qualitative Research Methods Soc 240 

South Asian Diaspora 
Professors Rose and Staub 

 
 
S. Rose        Class Hours: T1:30-3:30 
CSC 3rd floor        Lab TBA with fieldwork 
rose@dickinson.edu       Office Hours: M 1:30-2:30 
245-1244                              H: 10:30-12 
 

outside myself 
there is a world… 

-- William Carlos Williams 
 
 

Social science must reach the actual experiences and attitudes which constitute the full, 
live and active social reality beneath the formal organization of social phenomena. A 
social institution can be fully understood only if we do not limit ourselves to abstract 
study of its formal organization, but also analyze the way in which it appears in the 
personal experience of various members of the group and follow the influence it has upon 
their lives (W.I. Thomas). 

 Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he 
himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not 
an experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning 
(Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, 1973:5). 

     Oral history gives history back to people in their own words... and gives voice to their 
experience. It brings history into and out of the community (Paul Thompson). 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Globalization has created an increasingly interdependent world and pluralistic society that 
reveals the connections between the global and the local.  This course will focus primarily on 
South Asian Indian diaspora to the United States. Through readings, film, and fieldwork, we will 
examine the impact of migration on individuals, families, and communities. In interaction with 
the Lived Religion course, we will read ethnographies, memoirs, and analyses that illuminate the 
experiences of South Asians who live in various cities and suburbs across the United States. 
After an introduction to ethnographic methods, participant-observation, and oral history 
interviewing, we will begin our own fieldwork in central Pennsylvania.  Students will have the 
opportunity to visit various temples, mosques, association meetings, businesses, and interview a 
range of people within the community.  
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Through our reading and fieldwork, we will explore the nature and meaning of this 
contemporary diaspora for new and more settled Americans. Who are our neighbors? What do 
they and what do “we” bring to our communities? When did they/we come to the U.S.? From 
where? With what intent? With what kind of reception? What obstacles, challenges, supports 
have they encountered? What is life like for them/us – for their children? 

South Asian immigrants in Central Pennsylvania reflect the diverse religions of India, Pakistan, 
and Bangladesh (primarily Hindu and Muslim, but also Christian, Sikh, Jain and Parsi). This 
South Asian mini-Mosaic will complement our understanding of the diversity of people’s lives, 
experiences, and backgrounds in central Pennsylvania and will contribute to the archives and   
research done by other Mosaics that have focused on immigration and diversity in the region.  

Throughout the semester, we will focus on particular themes as we weave together a tapestry of 
readings, films, discussions, in–class speakers and site visits. In the second half of the semester, 
students will be engaged in intensive ethnographic fieldwork, working toward the analysis, 
production, and presentation of that research to the larger community. We will encourage 
research papers, multi-media websites, and power point presentations-projects that meet the 
needs of community partners and student interests. All of these projects/presentations can 
contribute to a final multi-media presentation. Tapes, transcripts, and analyses will then be 
archived at the Community Studies Center and as appropriate in the community organizations 
with whom we will be working. 

REQUIRED TEXTS 
 

 S. Mitra Kalita, Suburban Sahibs: Three Immigrant Families and Their Passage from 
India to America. Rutgers University Press, 2005.  
 

 Bapsi Sidhwa, Cracking India: A Novel. Milkweed Editions, 1991.  
 

 Sunil Bhatia, American Karma: Race, Culture, and Identity in the Indian Diaspora, 
New York University Press, 2007.  

 
 Madhulika S. Khandelwal, Becoming American, Being Indian. Cornell University 

Press, 2002. 
 

 Bandana Purkayastha, Negotiating Ethnicity: Second-Generation South Asian 
Americans Traverse a Transnational World. Rutgers University Press, 2005.   

 
 Carol A. B. Warren and Tracy X. Karner, Discovering Qualitative Methods: Field 

Research, Interviews and Analysis, Oxford University Press, 2004.  
 
On Reserve in Library 
 

 Aparna Rayaprol, Negotiating Identities: Women in the Indian Diaspora. Oxford 
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University Press, 1997.  
 
 Yow, Valerie. Recording Oral History. Altimira, 2005 (on reserve in library and 

CSC – don’t need to buy) 
 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

Largely designed as a workshop course, the class sessions will focus on theoretical and 
methodological issues relevant to the study of ethnographic research and oral history 
interviewing. Class preparation and participation are essential. Since it is unfair to others in the 
class if people have different amounts of time to complete work, points will be taken off each 
day assignments are handed in late. Attendance is required. We will be meeting regularly as a 
seminar Tuesday afternoons from 2-4 in the Community Studies Center (CSC) at 239 West 
Louther St. We will also be doing fieldwork in the community at times convenient for our 
narrators. A number of outside events will serve as lab equivalents--see schedule. 

 

ASSIGNMENTS                         Due   Weight 
See Lived Religion integrated syllabus as well  
 
Transcript/Community Member Profile  3/31-4/9; 20% 

(in addition to the one required for LR this makes  4/16;-4/21    
a total of 2 for both classes) 
       [         
Research Proposal w/Preliminary Lit Review 3/3  10% 
 
Final Draft Due by 10am    4/28  10% 
 
Final Paper/Project w/                          5/5       40% 
Fieldwork Reflections                
 
Class Participation, Research Journals,  
Postings & Presentations    ----  20%     

 
Research Journals  

As part of the research process, you should keep a series of journals/notebooks which record how 
your work is progressing. You may want to purchase three separate journals that will enable you 
to keep track of and analyze your research as you proceed throughout the semester or you may 
combine these into one under the condition that they address all three components. These three 
journals are the “raw data” file: a methodological log, and an analytical journal. The raw 
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data file should contain actual observations, interview schedule, field notes and transcripts. The 
methodological log should document how the research process is going, how your role as 
researcher is evolving, and what questions and techniques you tried and how people responded. 
Entries should be made weekly at a minimum. The analytical journal provides you with the 
opportunity to ponder, question and ultimately organize your findings. Emerging patterns or 
themes in your research should be addressed: what themes/categories are emerging? What 
hypotheses are you formulating? What evidence supports/challenges/negates a specific 
hypothesis? How are your research questions related to other important aspects of the 
organization/subject you are studying? What variables are interrelated and how? Entries should 
be made weekly at the beginning and increase in frequency by the end of your fieldwork.  

 
Preliminary Schedule 

See also Lived Religion (LR) & Qualitative Methods Integrated Syllabus 
 

Tuesday Afternoons (2-4) 
 
Week 1:1/20    No class meeting – see inauguration   

Read: Discovering Qualitative Methods (DQM): ix-xiv; Intro to QM, pp.1-27  
 

Week 2:1/27 Brainstorming potential research projects  
Bring ideas for research based on viewing of Mississippi Masala, Week 1-2 LR 
readings, and DQM readings from 1/20 plus:   
Read: Yow, Chapters 6-8: quick read of Varieties of Oral History: Community 
Studies, Biography, Family Histories  

          
Assignment: During the rest of Week 2, spend approx.2 hours at the CSC 
archives and read through relevant materials already collected on South Asian 
Diaspora.  

   
Week 3:2/3    Students report on archive materials on South Asian Diaspora at the CSC    

 What materials do we have?  
 Critical assessment of interviews and group projects.  
 What questions might one pursue? Areas that need further development?  
Read: Yow, Ch. 1: The In-Depth Interview 
            Negotiating Ethnicity: Appendix on Methods: 179-187 
 
Screen in class: Harmony in Harrisburg (Dickinson student documentary on 
interfaith relations in Harrisburg) 

   
Week 4:2/10     Preparing questions for Ashok Shukla, HARI Temple (founding generation)  

 Screen videotaped interview of Ashok Shukla 
 Developing new questions for Ashok  Shukla  

                  Read: Patton on interviewing  (BB) 
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 DQM: Chs. 6 & 7: The Interview: from Research Questions to Interview 
Questions; The Interview as Social Interaction and Speech Event   

 Yow, Ch. 2: Preparation for Interviewing Project 
  Rayaprol, Negotiating Identities: Methods chapter on Library Reserve 

 
Workshop on Video filming (Lived Religion Students Welcome) 
 

Week 5:2/17   Field trip to South Asian restaurant/grocery - leave at noon return by 4pm 
Read: DQM: Ch. 3: 357-371 “Field Setting and Gaining Entrée” 
           DQM Ch.4 & 5: Roles & Relationships in the Field; Writing Fieldnotes  
                                             (scan chapters for LR students)  

 Record observations in your raw data file and questions in your methodological journals 
 
Week 6:2/24   Research Design: Identifying Research Topics, Questions, and Methods  
          Read:  DQM: Ch. 2 Ethics, IRB 

BB:   Yow, Ch. 3: Interviewing Techniques 
Hesse, Mixed Methods  

                          Spradley, the Ethnographic Interview  
                          Jackson, Fieldworking  

  Handout in class: Interview Consent Forms, Cover Sheets, and Archive Deposit  
         Forms    

                    Yow, Appendices A-F: 245-275 
 
Week 7:3/3    Preliminary Research Proposals due.  For QRM students: approx 4 pages,  

including preliminary literature review, methods, sample, interview 
questions and/or ethnographic focus, and preliminary bibliography)  
 Peer Review - bring 2 copies to class  
 Class discussion to explore any collaborative/collective research questions  
Read: BB:Neuman, Lit Review and Writing the Research Report  

                                   Yow, Ch. 5: Interpersonal Relations in the Interview 
 

Spring Break and then intensive fieldwork begins 
 
 
Week 8:3/17    QRM students begin interviews/ethnographic research  

(meet briefly to discuss logistics, get recording equipment etc. as needed; then 
free for fieldwork)  

              
Week 9:3/24 Fieldwork (individual and small group meetings as needed)  

 Dragon Naturally Speaking workshop for those interested in alternative 
transcription possibilities Times TBA 

 
Week 10: 3/31 Due: 1st Transcript  

Read: DQM: Ch. 9: Analyzing Qualitative Data: Fieldnotes, Interview 
Transcripts, Images, and Documents  
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          Yow, Ch. 9: Processing and Analysis of Interviews and Transcripts 
  Bring highlighted excerpts from your transcripts to show and discuss in class 
  Web workshop as needed for Community Member Profile 
 
Week 11: 4/7  Research Reports by students and processing:  
                       Read: DQM: Ch. 9 and Yow Ch. 9 - apply these to your work  
            4/9 Due: 1st Community Member Profile in Web Format to share in class 
 
Week 12:4/14  Individual and small group meetings  

 No formal class on Tuesday but read and prepare for Thursday: 
   4/16  Read: [DQM: Ch. 9  “Analyzing Qualitative Data” for LR] 

Chapter 10, “Writing the Research Report” 
Due: 2nd transcript due (QRM).  

 
Week 13:4/21 Fieldwork and writing; workshops as needed  
                        Due: 2nd Community Member Profile due 
 
Week 14:4/28 Final Drafts due by Tuesday10am at Community Studies Center    
                      
                4/30 Presentation of research to community; papers back 
 
Week 15: Final Papers/Projects due by 4pm Tuesday May 5th at CSC. 
 

NOTE: For your final paper/project you may choose to: 

1) write a 20-25 page analytical research paper that integrates your fieldwork and interviews 
with the research literature or 

2) write a shorter, 10-15 page paper and produce a short video documentary, a google earth 
mapping project of the South Asian diaspora in central PA, or a power point/multi-media 
presentation. 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL with preliminary literature review due 3/26 

This interim report and preliminary proposal (approximately 4 pages) may serve as the 
introduction to your final report. It should include: 

Introduction 

Focus of study and guiding questions – what are you focusing on and why? why is it potentially 
interesting/useful/ important? 

Methods: include sample and preliminary questions 

Preliminary Literature Review (draw from at least 3 readings from LR and QRM class) 

Preliminary Bibliography 
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FINAL DRAFTS and RESEARCH PAPERS due 4/28 and 5/5 should include: 

       *Abstract 

        Focus of study and guiding questions 

        Literature Review  

        Methods - sample 

        Findings - Discussion and Analysis 

        Conclusion 

        Bibliography 

  *Attach Interview Schedule 

  * Reflections of Self and Study 

       Note: * do not need to include in draft. 

Evaluation will be based on the quality and substance of your research as evidenced by the thoughtful 
integration and analysis of your fieldwork, interviews, and literature review; the clarity and coherence of 
your argument and writing; and your fieldwork reflections. 

 

 ASA CITATION STYLE 

Please use the American Sociological Association citation style for your papers in this course. Cite 
sources in the text parenthetically, using the author’s last name and year of publication. Only cite page 
numbers if you are using a direct quote from the source or a specific piece of data from it.  

Example:  

No one particular family form exists (Coontz 2006; Skolnick 2002). In fact, only 10% of contemporary 
American families include a “breadwinner father, a stay-at-home mother, with children in the household” 
(Skolnick 2002: 14). All sources referred to in the text should be included in a bibliography at the end of 
your paper. The reference list includes the complete bibliographical citation for the works you have 
consulted.  It should be arranged in alphabetical order by author's last name.  If you use more than one 
work by the same author, alphabetize all works by the same author by the title of the work cited.  You 
should not number citations in the bibliography.  

Here are several sample citations for different kinds of works:  

Books  
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Fix, Michael and Jeffrey S. Passel. 1994. Immigration and Immigrants: Setting the Record Straight. 
Washington, DC: The Urban Institute.  

Chapters in edited volumes  

Gelbard, Alene H. and Marion Carter. 1997. "Mexican Immigration and the U.S. Population." Pp. 117-
144 in At the Crossroads: Mexico and U.S. Immigration Policy, edited by Frank D. Bean, et al. Lanham, 
Maryland: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers.  

Academic journal articles  

Brannon, Jeffery T. and G. William Lucker. 1989. "The Impact of Mexico’s Economic Crisis on the 
Demographic Composition of the Maquiladora Labor Force." Journal of Borderlands Studies 4: 39-70.  

Newspaper and magazine articles  

Guiles, Melinda and Krystal Miller. 1990. "Mazda and Mitsubishi-Chrysler Venture Cut Output, 
Following Big Three’s Lead." Wall Street Journal, January 12, pp. A2, A12.  

Government documents  

U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1960. Characteristics of the Population. Washington, DC: U.S. Government 
Printing Office.   

Electronic Sources  

A web page:  

American Sociological Association. 1997. "Call for Help: Social Science Knowledge on Race Racism, 
and Race Relations." Washington, DC: American Sociological Association. Retrieved October 15, 1997 
(http://www.asanet.org/racecall.htm).  

A newspaper article: Goldstein, Amy. 1997. "Dying Patients’ Care Varies Widely by Place, Study Says." 
Washington Post, October 15. Retrieved October 25, 1997 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ wp-srv/WpPlate/1997-10/15/0661-101597-idx.html).  

For more information on ASR style see: 

http://www.soc.duke.edu/courses/soc190.02/asr.html 

 

Professional Code of Conduct, Ethics, and IRB 

See American Sociology Association Code of Ethics: 

http://www.asanet.org/members/ecointro.html 
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http://www.asanet.org/members/ecoderev.html 

OR The American Anthropological Association Code of Ethics 

http://www.aaanet.org/committees/ethics/ethics.htm 

 

Qualitative Research Methods Assessment from a methodological perspective 

1. Citation of book or article using ASA style 

2. Focus of the research ‐ major question questions?  

3. Clarity of research focus ‐ hypotheses? Exploratory/confirmatory?    

4. Is the Research interesting? significant? relevant to? 

5. Sample? 

6. Findings? 

7. Based on the findings of this research, write a short paragraph that describes and cites this book or article. 

8. Strengths of the research? 

9. Limitations of the research? 

10. Additional questions you would want to ask/pursue? 

The Dickinson College Plagiarism Policy:  
 
To plagiarize is to use without proper citation or acknowledgment the words, ideas or original 
research of another. Whenever one relies on someone else for phraseology, even for only two or 
three words, one must acknowledge indebtedness by using quotation marks and giving the 
source, either in the text or in a footnote. When one borrows facts which are not matters of 
general knowledge--including all statistics--one must indicate one's indebtedness in the text or 
footnote. When one borrows an idea or the logic of an agreement, one must acknowledge 
indebtedness either in a footnote or in the text. When in doubt--footnote.  
Do not hand in the same paper for more than one course unless discussed previously by all 
professors involved. 
   
Most plagiarism in unintentional, the result of ignorance or inaccurate note-taking. Your paper, 
however, cannot be evaluated by guesses about your intention; it can only be evaluated as it 
exists. Whether the plagiarism is intentional or inadvertent, the penalty is severe. Read the 
discussion and examples carefully; if you have questions, consult with your instructor.  
   
 
Accommodations for Disabilities  
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In compliance with the Dickinson College policy and equal access laws, I am available to discuss 
appropriate academic accommodations that may be recommended for students with disabilities. 
Requests for academic accommodations are to be made during the first three weeks of the 
semester (except for unusual circumstances) so that timely and appropriate arrangements can be 
made.  
 
Students are required to register with Academic Resource Services, located in Academic 
Advising, first floor of Biddle House (contact ext. 1080 or waybranj@dickinson.edu) to verify 
their eligibility for appropriate accommodations.  
   
 


